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Names of Topographic Objects within Settlements 
as a Unit of Belarusian Toponymic Terminology: 

Problems of Splitting and Integration

Nazwy obiektów topograficznych w osadach jako jednostka białoruskiej 
terminologii toponimicznej: kwestie podziału i integracji

In the last few decades, such a branch of linguistics as terminology has been 
developing dynamically and actively, especially in Belarus. At the present stage, 
anatomical, botanical, zoological, mathematical, agricultural, faunal, philosoph-
ical, judicial terms, as well as the terminology of road and water transport are 
being studied.

In general, it should be noted that the 20th century was the time of creation of 
the foundations of the Belarusian national terminology.

However, some terminological systems and subsystems are still insufficiently 
investigated. The abovementioned is primarily concerned with the modern onomas-
tic terminology, which until that time had not become the object of special research.

By the way, not only modern Belarusian but Slavonic onomastic terminology 
in general, including intra-settlement, needs further theoretical justification and 
lexicographic processing. 

The development and improvement of any academic discipline is always ac-
companied by a transformation of its conceptual apparatus: it cannot exist without 
its own, strictly organized terminological system. The appearance of new, previous-
ly unexplored objects of research makes it necessary to establish the peculiarities of 
their functioning, the identification of nominative specificity, etc. So, the toponymic 
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space is conditionally divided into sectors, which are allocated based on the nature 
of the relationship of the names with the named objects: hydronymy, oikonymy, 
oronymy, chrononymy, insulonymy, necronymy etc. On this basis, each sector in 
turn is divided into smaller categories, so as a result, pelagonymy, potamonymy, 
limnonymy, gelonymy are distinguished within hydronymy; astionymy and ko-
monymy – within oikonymy, etc.

But this is only one of the ways of development – the fragmentation of the 
object of analysis. There is another way in which “the emphasis is on searching 
for a generalizing beginning for an already existing corpus of onyms” (Suprun, 
2012, p. 39).

The issues of fragmentation and integration of the onymic units, used to in-
dicate topographic features within urban centers, are brought to life by the prob-
lem of coordination of terminology. It is well known that lately the efforts of the 
researchers of the onymic material are aimed at identifying and describing new 
categories of proper names. 

The study of this system of names is primarily important for the study of in-
tra-settlement processes, as well as for typological comparisons.

The relevance of the work is due to the fact that this sector of toponyms has 
not yet been subjected to special consideration. 

The object of the study in the article is the sector of toponymic space, including 
the nominations of topographic objects within settlements of different types.

The article aims to determine the types of onymic units used to indicate topo-
graphic objects within a settlement; to invent a term for naming the integrated 
sector of this part of the onomastic space.

The research material is based on the publications dedicated to these questions by 
Belarusian, Russian, Polish, Slovenian and other onomatologists (M.L. Darafeyenka, 
I.L. Kapylov, H.M. Mezenko, A.V. Tsikhanenka; M.V. Galamidava, R.V. Razumov, 
A.M. Salavyov, V.I. Suprun; M. Buchynsky, S. Grabets, Z. Zakrewsky, J. Safarevich, 
E. Supranovich, K. Handke, M. Blich, Van Li, K. Cameron, J. Krshka and others).

 In 1965 and 1972, respectively, the terms urbanonymy and urbanonym entered 
scientific circulation (Superanskaâ, 2009, p. 167, 187).

In 1991 the first dissertation devoted to the study of the ways of the develop-
ment and modern state of the system of urbanonyms on the example of Belarus 
urbanonymy appeared (Mezenko, 1991). In the workplace the status of urbanonym 
in onomastics was identified; the limits of the urbanonym space were revealed; the 
structural, urbanonym-creating, semantic types of urbanonyms and their areas were 
determined; the peculiarities of the manifestations of the principles of the nomina-
tion in different fields of urbanonyms were shown, and criteria for the evaluation 
of names and renaming of city facilities were established.
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In Elena A. Sizova’s dissertation Лингвокультурологический анализ урба-
нонимов (2004), these terms were used when comparing the systems of the names 
of inner-city objects of Moscow, London, and Paris. 

At the same time, the system of urbanonyms of the Russian provincial cities 
of the late 18th–20th centuries, for example,  the cities of Kostroma, Rybinsk, and 
Yaroslavl was discussed by Roman V. Razumov (2003).

By the first decade of the 21st century, such a sphere of the onomastic space as 
the names of intra-rural objects remained undeveloped. That is why, for the first 
time it was proposed and justified by us in the report delivered at the 15th all-Polish 
onomastic conference “New proper names – new research trends”, which was held 
in Krakow on 21–23 September, 2006 (Mezenko, 2007), that it is quite natural to 
use the term vikonym, by which we understand the proper name of any intra-rural 
topographic object, both existing and used in previous eras.

Despite the critical assessment of this term by Vasilij I. Suprun (Madieva and 
Suprun, 2017), we cannot agree with the suggestion to replace it with the artificial term 
rusticonym. Unlike the proposed term, more successful in semantic and derivational 
plans,  vikonym (from lat. vīcānus [vicus] (Dvarèckіj, 1976, p.: 1075) “rural, rustic” 
and Greek (νομα – “name”), which, when used to refer to objects within the rural 
space, is directly motivated by the basis of vic – with the meaning “rural, rustic”.

Recently, the system of intra-rural names, or vikonymy, received a mono-
graphic description in Marina L. Dorofeenko’s candidate dissertation  Виконимия 
Белоруси: номинтивный, лингвогеографический, лингвокультурологический 
аспекты (Dorofeenko, 2015). For the first time the specificity of the nomina-
tive vikonymy was defined; the semantic features of vikonymy were presented in 
a linguistic – geographical plan; the fragment of the/a personal form of onomastic 
picture of the world – vikonymous, was modeled; and the complexity of cultural 
codes, implemented by vikonymy of Belarus, was discovered.

There is another type of settlement – gardening partnerships, the names of 
their objects – a large and yet unexplored area of toponymy. for the nomination 
of the objects located within these types of settlements, in 2014 we suggested the 
term hortensionym “a proper name of any topographic object within the garden 
partnership” (Mezenko, 2014). we believe that this term formed from the Latin 
hortensius “gardening” and the Greek őνομα “name”, successfully corresponds to 
the considered category of onyms and the existing criteria for evaluating the term 
(Padol’skaâ, 1988, pp. 11–12).

Each of the described fields of intra-settlement names brings together names 
of various objects located in borders of settlements of different types: urbanonyms, 
vikonyms, hortensionyms. On the one hand, urbanonyms, vikonyms, hortensi-
onyms represent the unity organized in a certain way, since they function within 
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settlements, and from this point of view they should have a special term that 
would distinguish them, say, from hydronymy, oikonymy, etc. (in our opinion, 
conlocatyanonymy (from lat. сonlocationem “settlement”) successfully meets the 
requirements for the formation of a new term), on the other – they all have a clearly 
expressed specificity. To confirm the autonomy of these categories of toponyms, 
it is necessary to identify the similarities and differences that exist between them.

Let’s emphasize several features according to which urbanonyms, vikonyms, 
hortensionyms are differentiated. 

LEXICO-SEMANTIC

Among the lexico-semantic differences, there is a mismatch in the order of the 
used principles of the nomination of intra-urban, intra-rural, and intra-garden objects. 
Thus, in urbanonymy, the names corresponding to different principles of nomination 
have the following range: in 53.7% of names involves the principle of nomination 
of the object regarding other objects (Віцебская вул. / Vitsebskaya vul. ); 33.6% – 
the principle of nomination of the object in its relationship to a person (вул. Марка 
Шагала / vul. Marka Shagala ); 6.5% – the principle of nomination of the object by 
its properties and qualities (Лугавая вул. / Lugovaya vul.); in 6.2% – the principle 
of nomination of the object after an abstract concept (пл. Свабоды / pl. Svabody).

Vikonymy is characterized by a different range of names, corresponding to differ-
ent principles of nomination: 49.1% of them corresponds to the principle of nomina-
tion of the object by its properties and qualities (Палявая вул. / Polevaya vul.); 29.6% 
– the principle of nomination of the object regarding other objects (Брэсцкая вул. / 
Brestskaya vul.); 11.6% – the principle of nomination of the object in its relationship 
to man (вул. Маструкова / vul. Mastrukova); 9.7% – the principle of nomination of 
the object in connection with an abstract concept (Ударны завул. / Udarny zavul.).

Hortensionymy has its own range of names that correspond to different principles 
of nomination: 85.5% of the names correspond with the principle of nomination of the 
object by its properties and qualities (Маленькі завул. / Malenky zavul.); and 12.1% 
with the principle of nomination for the thematic correspondence of names of objects 
to specific names of a certain garden partnership (Паравозная вул. / Paravoznaya vul., 
Цеплавозная вул. / Tseplovoznaya vul., Электравозная вул. / Elektrovoznaya vul. in 
the garden association “Locomotive”); 2.9% – to the principle of nomination of the 
object in connection with the abstract concept (Радасны завул. / Radasny zavul.); 1.0% 
– the principle of nomination of the object with regard to other objects (Шумілінскі 
тупік / Shumilinsky tupik); 0.5% – in the nomination of the object for its connection 
with the person (вул. Мічурына / vul. Michurina – garden partnership “Michurinets”).
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NOMINATIVE

within the framework of nominative distinctions, the degree of discrepancy of 
productivity of the models of attribution in the listed categories of intra-settlement 
names is distinguished. Caused by different grammatical belonging of the components 
of the own part of the name, models of primary attribution are widely presented in 
urbanonymy and are placed in the following order: 1) an adjective with the suffix -sk 
+ nomenclature term (next NT): Кобрынская вул. / Kobrinskaya vul.; 2) an adjective 
with the suffix -n + NT: Дальняя вул. / Dalnaya vul.; 3) an adjective with the suffix /-ov/ 
-ev + NT: Кляновая вул. / Klyanovaya vul.; 4) confixal adjective + NT: Загарадная 
вул. / Zagaradnaya vul.; 5) non-derivative adjective + NT: Вузкі завул. / Vuzki zavul.; 
6) complex adjective + NT: Чырвоназнамённая вул. / Chyrvonazmennaya vul.

In vikonymy, the second model takes the first place (Паўночная вул. / 
Pavnocznaya vul.), then the third one (Палявая вул. / Palyavaya vul.), followed 
by the first model (Магілёўская вул. / Magilevskaya vul.).

In hortensionymy the first and the second urbanymy models have switched in 
terms of the degree of efficiency.

The primary attribution by genitives, which is so widely represented in urba-
nonymy (вул. П.Броўкі / vul. P. Brovky), is used three times less often in vikony-
my (вул. Я.Купалы / vul. Y. Kupaly) and is almost absent in hortensionymy (вул. 
Мічурына / vul. Michurina).

Such models, which are explained primarily by the size of the settlement, pri-
mary attribution by nominative (вул. Няміга / vul. Nemiga) and ordinal numerals 
(Другая лінія / Druhaya linya), are not spread within vikonymy and hortensionymy.

As the results of our study prove, the secondary attribution is the most wide-
spread in urbanonymy and hortensionymy.

STRUCTURAL

In structural features we focus on three differences:
1) the number of structural types themselves do not match: in urbanonymy 

there are  currently thirteen that are involved; in vikonymy, only two ordinary types, 
attributive and genitive, are actively used; and in hortensionymy – among the simple 
types is the attributive, and among the complex ones is the numerative-attributive;

2) in hortensionymy the number of complex units is 2.6 times higher than the 
number of simple ones; in vikonymy – on the contrary: the number of simple units 
in their structure names considerably exceeds the number of the complex; and in ur-
banonymy the researched proportions are closer to hortensionymy than to vikonymy;
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3) the set of nomenclature terms differ. In urbanonymy, for example, there are 
about twenty of them; in vikonymy – ten; in hortensionymy – mainly two – street 
and lane. The difference is explained by the size of settlements and the linear objects 
accordingly located in them.

GRAMMATICAL

within the framework of grammatical differences, it is necessary to emphasize 
a noticeable discrepancy in the use of noun forms in the composition of the proper 
part of the names. Thus, while in urbanonymy the number of names with a noun 
in its structure is approximately 35–37% of the units, in vikonymy – only 7.6%, 
and hortensionymy – only about 1%.

LINGUISTIC AND CULTURAL

As a result of the cultural development of the people, the system of intra-settle-
ment names acts as a part of the onomastic picture of the world and reflects the per-
ception of the environment by the linguistic personality. Among the linguistic and 
cultural differences, there is a difference in the level of transmission of information 
about the surrounding space, culture, and history of the people. Thus, in urbanon-
ymy there are many intra-urban names marked by national or planetary precedent, 
while in vikonymy and hortensionymy – regional and even zonal. According to 
this parameter, vikonymy is much closer to hortensionymy, than to urbanonymy.

There is a discrepancy of orientational priorities in different categories of in-
tra-settlement names. So, if the preferred orientations in urbanonymy are the names 
of the architectural facilities, in vikonymy – it is the land and territories that have 
economic importance. In hortensionymy, the most numerous names are those in 
which as motivators are the names of the garden partnership itself.

CONCLUSIONS

Thus, in the framework of the Belarusian intra-settlement terminology, con-
sistency is achieved by strict classification with the allocation of generic (con-
locatyanonym) and species (urbanonym, vikonym, hortensionym) concepts and 
considering the parallelism of species.

Even though intra-city, intra-village and intra-garden names have a largely similar 
structure and principles of nomination, they are characterized by five types of differenc-
es: lexical and semantic, nomination, structural, grammatical, linguistic and cultural.
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All the listed types of names of topographic objects within the settlement, which 
have both general and bright individual characteristics, should be considered as au-
tonomous categories of intra-settlement names, which is represented by the sector 
of conlocatyanonyms.

The study of the names of topographic objects operating within the settlements 
of different types, in a comparative aspect, provides additional material to identify 
not only difference but also general trends.

The main positions and the results of the article could be used in the further 
study of the functioning of onomastic terminology, directions, and conditions of its 
development; in solving the problems of supplementation of onomastic terminology, 
which will contribute to the development of the theoretical base of terminology.

The applied factual material could be used in lexicographic practice – when 
creating terminological dictionaries.

Translated into English by Marharyta Svirydava
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ABSTRACT

The article discusses the types of onymic units – urbanonyms, vikonyms, hortensionyms, which, 
being used in naming of topographical features within the boundaries of settlements, have yet to be termi-
nologically standardized; it is stressed that concrete implementation of these types of onym is characterized 
by a number of special features which are detected at different language levels. It is suggested to view 
the listed types of names of topographic objects within settlements as stand-alone categories of inter-set-
tlement names representing the sector of conlocatyanonyms. It is concluded that the modern Belarusian 
intra-settlement terminology requires further theoretical comprehension and lexicographic processing.

Keywords: vikonym, inter-settlement names, urbanonym, hortensionym

ABSTRAKT

W artykule omówiono różne typy jednostek onimicznych – urbanonimy, wikonimy, hortensioni-
my – używane w nazewnictwie obiektów topograficznych znajdujących się w granicach miejscowości. 
Konkretna realizacja tych typów onimów charakteryzuje się szeregiem cech, które funkcjonują na 
różnych poziomach językowych. Wymienione typy nazw obiektów topograficznych w obrębie miejsco-
wości należy traktować jako samodzielne kategorie nazw, stanowiących kategorię konlokatianonimów 
Współczesna białoruska terminologia dotycząca obiektów wewnątrz miejscowości wymaga dalszego 
opracowania teoretycznego i leksykograficznego. 

Słowa kluczowe: wikonim, nazwy obiektów w obrębie miejscowości, urbanonim, hortensionim
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